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Multiple Accounting staff members have mentioned how helpful Christian has 
been in getting them up and running to work remotely most efficiently and 
productively from home, while he was also providing an instrumental role on the 
pandemic ICS team.

One staff commented that “Christian is a Rock Star of IT magic!” for getting her 
laptop to mirror screens with her home screen. Another one mentioned that due 
to Christian's excellent instructions, she now had two functioning monitors at 
home and was ready for the busy first of the month responsibilities.

Thank you, Christian, for your excellent customer service and dedication at this 
challenging time!

CHRISTIAN PIERCE



Eddie is always fast in responding to AP Department IT needs. Just recently, he 
responded to an issue I was having on my computer and within hours he had 
reimaged my computer and had me back in working order. This is just one 
example. The IT Department in whole, is always so quick in resolving AP issues 
and is greatly appreciated by Accounts Payable staff.

EDDIE VARELA



Tracy Yount and Rich Hyatt have demonstrated the Cycle of Personal 
Ownership as the Incident Commander and Deputy Incident Commander for the 
COVID-19 team. They have both taken responsibility for an incident very 
different than the type of incident the District normally manages. This incident 
has been evolving rapidly and with their leadership operational units prepared 
themselves as quickly and efficiently as possible. ICS team members (too many 
to mention) have contributed to this effort by monitoring a flurry of legislative 
activity, monitoring evolving scientific and regulatory guidance, developing the 
elusive supply chain for PPE and supplies related to this incident, communicating 
to keep employees and managers informed and preparing employees and 
worksites for working as safely as possible in these unprecedented 
circumstances. There are several members of the ICS team with remarkable 
expert knowledge on responding to incidents.

TRACY YOUNT & RICH HYATT
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